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The Long-Term Management of HIV and Quality of Life
• “It’s not a fnal destnaton but a journey”
• Observatios
•
•
•
•

Clinicians detect 1/3 of patents’ problems
Patent reported outcomes support professionals to beter address patents’ needs
No measure is appropriate for everyone
Health and social inclusion receive insufcient atenton from policy makers and HCP

• Actios oeeeee
Þ Use PROMs in routne practce (as they are used in clinical trials)
Þ Role of PROMs & stgma
Þ Integrate services for mental health
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Sexual Health
• “Sexual dysfunctons appear all over lifetme”
• Observatios
• When getng older there are changes in our lifespan => change of body; change of mind =>
thus a change of sexuality
• U=U: Lif of the fear of being a life long danger

• Actios oeeeee
Þ Sexual rights are essental for sexual health => become a human rights actvist
Þ Sexual rights of all persons must be respected, protected and fulflled
Þ Sexual health: it’s up to us … and to our doctors and therapists….and our partners
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Reproductie Health
• “A healthy baby needs a healthy mother” - “Children are conceived by fathers”
• Observatios
•
•
•
•

Blame for bringing HIV within the family
Insttutonalised discriminaton of women who use drugs, human rights abuses and discriminaton
Anxiety and concerns in the background: variables can change throughout lifetme (parental stress)
Litle research and not much literature on fatherhood (huge stgma)

• Actios oeeeee
ÞMaking antenatal care based on what women want and need
ÞWomen to be involved in the full life cycle of projects: planning, development, delivery and evaluaton
ÞNeed for more research about HIV and issues of reproducton in HIV positve fathers
ÞMore interventons on mental/psychological health, childcare services, stgma reducton, gender specifc
services, social environment
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Psychosocial well-being
• “Wings spread against the wind” - “Violence leaves scars”
• Observatios
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lack of informaton leads to increased risks at many levels
Destructon of social capital leads to social isolaton of PLHIV
Support in disclosure reduces stress
Communicaton with family is a meaningful aspect
Intmate violence is a silent epidemic: IPV increases vulnerability to HIV
Violence is contnuum during life span and experienced commonly by WLHIV

• Actios oeeeee
ÞRemove prohibitons and restrictons
ÞEnhance communicaton and educaton (e.g. to parents about disclosure)
ÞMore research needed on men/trans
ÞNeed for multsectoral approach
ÞRoutne enquiry about violence (monitoring / reportng) and development of tools and guidelines
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Mental Health and HIV
• “POSITIVE, HEALTHY, FREE” – “Same issues, litle progress”
• Observatios
• More common among PLHIV: add a layer of difculty to many interactons
• How public disclosure made life easier: actvism as coping mechanism
• Mental health has its own stgma
• High prevalence of mental health issues and depression among PLHIV: mental health is dynamic
• Actios oeeeee
ÞConsider cost of mental health support (expensive for patents)
ÞNeed for holistc approach and systemic changes
ÞUser friendly tools of mental health screening and monitoring (e.g. self scaling) and proper therapy
treatment; educaton; normalisaton of HIV; eradicate stgma
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Psychoactie substances and HIV
• “If I had money I would inject all day long ” – “Chemsex is more than sex and drugs”
• Observatios
•
•
•
•

Limited number of syringes available: law barriers procurements; low cost of legal highs
Problems due to late presentaton
Need of educaton on illicit drug use and treatment interactons
Chemsex as ‘alternatve social ritual’: potental harm related to chemsex

• Actios oeeeee
Þhuman factor is important: capacity building and sharing experience
ÞImprove access to socio-medical care and fght stgma
Þimportance of website for drug interactons (including recreatonal drugs)
ÞCommunicaton, importance of disclosure, consider lower DDI regimens
ÞGet people informed about chemsex; personalise; don’t judge; talk about it
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